
TYLER DACHENHAUSEN GETS IT DONE, DEAK TRIUMPHANT 
The roller coaster of temps in the Catskill region of NY have finally seemed to settle into a more 
seasonable temperature range. Hot temps on Saturday afternoon provided a slick track for feature time. 

Tyler Dachenhausen had a good bead on it though. Mac Crawson would be on point with Steve Kammer 
on the outside. Kammer and Ed dachenhausen (4th) would freight train the outside groove taking the top 
two spots by the end of lap one. The two would show the way before they had contact, bringing out the 
yellow with just six circuits in the books. Meanwhile, Tyler had worked his way up to the third position 
before the yellow, and would inherit the lead, never to relinquish it for the 20 lap main. John Cote had 
quietly worked his way up to second, with Ed Dachenhausen, working his way back up to the final 
podium spot. Fred Nees and Steve Kammer would round out the top five. 

In the JUMP Roadside Assistance Nascar Street Stocks, the upfront race long battle would be a barn 
burner. Bill Deak Sr, and George Van Arsdall, put on a tough side by side battle in the heat race, with Van 
Arsdall winning that battle from the outside, and they were lined up together for the feature. While Van 
Arsdall tried the outside numerous times, the smooth Deak would prevail, with Van Arsdall settling for 
second, Chet Stanton, Phil Funcheon, and Scott Sepe would be the top five. 

East Coast TQs were in the house on Saturday for the annual Pine Brook Reunion Night, with Jasper 
Zeigafuse taking the honors in the PenNy Midget feature over Tyler Wagner, Jay Hentrich, Charles 
Schultz, and Don Zrinski. 

Eugene Drew would bag his second feature of the season in the Pedersen’s Checker Won INEX Legends 
from the sixth starting spot over Brad Lowmaster, Jack Polan, Kevin Boylan,and Joe Przybylinski Sr. 

In 4cyl action, Dan Curry wouyld win the Modified 4cyl class and Aiden Fabien getting his fist win in 
Novice. 

Leland Oelelein would continue his dominance in INEX Bandoleros, while Easton Houghtaling was back 
to his winning ways in the Beginner class. 

Bethel Motor Speedway will be have no racing the Fourth of July weekend, but come back with two of 
their biggest events of the year on the same night! The Ronnie Welsch Memorial Street Stock race for 
$3000 guaranteed to win, and the annual LegendStock for INEX Bandoleros on July 9th. 


